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Sustainable Margins Unsustainable losses

Unconstrained Workforce Constrained Workforce

Skilled, long-term
facility managers

High turnover and 
inexperienced managers

Long term planning and 
stable business valuations 

Uncertainty over planning 
and investment
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What happened to the
Australian Aged Care Sector
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Increased specialisation of 
roles meant that manager 
training pathways 
disappeared

Reduced investment in 
systems, processes and 
innovation

Many potential recruits 
looking elsewhere for a career 
that pays for affordable 
housing

Still losing money…

Most years, providers cut costs 

rather than take the risk of 

reinventing their model

Providers focussed on lowest 

hourly cost of care by reducing 

time spent and cost per hour of 

wages.

Average facility size increased 

from 47 to 83 beds

Rapid expansion into home care 

packages
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‘Real’ annual funding cuts 
compared to CPI in 20+ out 
of 25 years

Community and residential 
packages increase by 177%

House prices ↑ by more 
than 2 times CPI

Government allows ‘co-
funding’ of buildings using 
resident deposits (2014)

1. Key Challenges – Lost Resilience

Economic Driver Response Outcome
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1. Key Challenges – Merged Margins

Care Services

• The average 
margin for 
private acute 
care services 
business is 
around 25% 
before 
building 
depreciation

Hotel Services

• Average 
profit 
margins are 
around 26% 
before 
building 
depreciation

Commercial 
Property

• Commercial 
property 
returns need 
to be around 
5%-10% of 
the cost of 
the building 
to attract 
investment

Residential Facilities are running three 
businesses models. In their natural sectors, 
these businesses are expected to make: 

VS

Aged Care

Today, a well run facility:

• makes $20 per day care margin (5%)

• Loses $10 a day on hotel services 
(negative 15-20%)

• Makes nowhere near 5% of the 
building costs in accommodation 
margin

And after all of the above, still has to pay 
for head office costs, systems and 
equipment
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1. Key Challenges – Unmanaged Risk

Processes and Systems
When management don’t have the skills,
experience or bandwidth to manage risks,
good governance requires the organisation to
reduce the scope of decisions made by
management, by simplifying the products sold
to customers or through closer attention to
policy controls, task management, reporting
and measurement of key risk mitigators.

Management Team
Management of risk by ‘putting a good person
on it’ can be a good strategy. Regular
assessment of management effectivenes is
required to ensure that this is workling. If
management capacity falls, the orgasniation
eeds to invest in upskilling or switch to a
systems-based risk management framework

BALANCED
RISK MANAGEMENT

A balanced risk management approach sees
the orgqansiation weigh up the soft strengths
of management against the hard strengths of
processes and systems.

We then apply the right amount of each to
cost-effectively stay within our risk appetite.
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VALUE FOR MONEY
Many of the elderly expect free or low-cost services. Many of their children and carers
want high value services. The government is unwilling to ask companies and working
taxpayers to pay more taxes to fund the increasing list of outsourced lifestyle services
demanded by the elderly and their families.

HIGH QUALITY CARE
Elderly Australians expect a high-quality aged care system, with ever reducing chances of
sub-standard care. The scope of care sought by the community is also growing.

TIMELY ACCESS TO SERVICES
Care recipients want access to care whenever they need it, tailored to their needs and
available at their choice of personal home or residential facility.

GOOD

FAST

CHEAP

1. Key Challenges – Investment is not enough

Government Controls:
At this point in time, the government is in charge of setting all three of the of the strategic drivers of the sector.
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The good/fast/cheap trade-off:

FAST CHEAPLOW
QUALITY

GOOD

EXPENSIVE
+

GOOD

SLOW
+

GOOD
NOT

POSSIBLE

There are no free markets in the world 
where a competitor can permanently offer a 
product that is better, faster and cheaper

You can have two, but not three

1. Key Challenges – The Production Dilemma

Every example you are about to think of is 
either:
- Temporary (unsustainable margins or 

temporary competitive advantage)
OR

- An Innovation (change of product or 
change of industry model)
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Opportunities

01
STEP

02
STEP

03
STEP

Provider opportunities

Learn from other sectors

Unlock government policy
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Provider Opportunities

1. Change Governance Cycles

2. Workforce Planning

3. Model of Care

4. Measure What Matters

5. Standardisation Vs Alignment

6. Change Management
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Provider Opportunities

Change Governance Cycles

2. Plan

3. Allocate Resources

5. Data capture 
and reporting

4. Deliver/Execution

1. Governance1

2

3

5

4

Opportunities:

• How much of your 
governance relies on 
what is in the manager’s 
head?

• How thoroughly do you 
do all of these steps?

• Do you measure the 
actual steps you 
planned to do, or 
something else as a 
proxy?



Yes the market for new staff is tough, but there a surprising 
number of providers who are creating more gaps. Would you 
benefit from:

• A workforce plan for each site or business unit;

• Planning and allocation tools that look far enough into the 
future to address shortfalls (beyond 3 months)

• Experienced managers running the plan instead of roster 
clerks or undertrained/stressed frontline managers

• The ability to measure utility of staff members

• Measurement of all of these metrics as part of their 
planning and governance cycle
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01
STEP

Provider Opportunities

Workforce Planning

•What availability do you have amongst current employees and 
new hires? Is anyone capturing and updating this?

•How does this change over time? Festivals, holidays

HAVE

•How many of each role do you need on the floor each 
day/shift?

•Do you have better information than AN-ACC to justify this?

NEED

•Have your managers allocated available staff efficiently against 
the need?

• Is anyone over/under allocated or likely to get stressed?

•How far into the future have they been allocated?

USE
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Provider Opportunities

Model of Care

Bedtime hydration and 
continence management

Night-time noise 
reduction

How a staff member 
first greets a care 
recipient  

Integrated lifestyle and 
pastoral support

Supporting appetite and 
circadian rhythms. 

Daily exercise, routines 
and activities

Each positive interaction in the 
Care Model:

• increases satisfaction and 
calmness and wellbeing; and

• decreases the work required by 
the next staff member or shift

Is your model up to date? Tailored 
to your current care recipients?

How much time could you save by 
reinforcing a model that may have 
slipped due to staffing or 
compliance issues
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Provider Opportunities

Measure What Matters
Many of the established information systems for running aged care assume

an experienced manager is running the business
(with a few notable exceptions):

Task and Risk Tracking:

The systems hand out tasks for 
staff to do, but don’t present them 

to staff in priority order, nor do 
they risk rate the responses typed 

in to show you which care 
recipients have the highest risk 

and highest need of 
management’s attention

Reporting and Escalations:

Measure incidents and outputs at a 
facility level

- Clinical indicators
- Observations
- SIRS and government 

reporting

Governance:

Assume that governance personnel 
know what they want or are well 

informed by managers

Assume that management will 
determine risk for the business and 
that users are happy to look at lists 

of issues and  other data
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Provider Opportunities

Measure What Matters
Many of the established information systems for running aged care assume

an experienced manager is running the business
(with a few notable exceptions):

Centralised Reporting of Tasks 
and Risks:

Existing systems have the ability to 
record tasks, risks and lifestyle 

activities that can be charged to 
care recipients for extra 

income…but someone needs to 
extract that data and coach staff to 

be better users of the system

Reporting and Escalations:

Measure incidents and outputs at a 
facility level

- Clinical indicators
- Observations
- SIRS and government 

reporting

Governance:

Combining data from multiple 
systems allows providers to cross-
check outcomes for care recipients 

and build better models for risk 
management and planning 

Use data in the clinical, workforce, 
maintenance, feedback, nurse call
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Provider Opportunities

Standardisation Vs Alignment

Alignment

• Build business systems and 
processes around target 
customer (not government)

• Consider all competirive  
forces - georgraphic, clinical, 
service expectations, pricing 

• Say no to customers who 
don’t fit your model

• Remove ineffective or non-
performing business 
elements 

Standardisation

• Limit the cost of ‘being 
different’

• Don’t customize software 
and tools if your business 
needs to change instead

• Change non-standard 
models and processes

• Build your business for the 
standard worker, not the 
unique manager
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Provider Opportunities

Change Management

Without change management: 
• Change fatigue

• Lack of buy-in

• Insufficient investment in the people 
part of the change 

• Inadequate support from stakeholders

• Change resistance/Lack of

• The change doesn’t

• Investment is unrealised (wastage)

With change management:
• Change impact is planned

• Stakeholders are given a voice

• People and culture capability needs are 
identified

• Leaders sponsor and support change

• Change is adopted

• Change is sustained

• Intended benefits are monitored and 
realised

VS
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Opportunities
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Provider opportunities

Learn from other sectors

Unlock government policy
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Learn from other sectors

• Banking

• News Agents

• Professions 

• Franchises
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Learn from other sectors

Centralised Risk and Decision Making (Banking)

Board/CEO:
Receive reports from management 

and comment after the fact

Strong, experienced managers 
making risk decisions

Frontline staff working with 
customers

Board CEO: Make material risk 
decisions and direct frontline 

managers

Less experienced managers handle 
local issues and follow directions 

from head office

Frontline staff working with 
customers

OLD MODEL NEW MODEL
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Learn from other sectors

Diversification (Newsagency)
CHANGE:

In the 1990s, newsagents controlled  local 
monopolies for the distribution of 

newspapers to their geographic region. 
Funded from ‘trade advertisements’ these 

stable, lucrative long term contracts 
resulted in some of the highest business 

valuations in the private sector

All of this was destroyed over several years 
by the advent of online classifieds and the 

transition of newspapers to digital 
publication

DIVERSIFICATION:

Newsagents who survived did so 
because they had already diversified 

and had the distribution rights to state 
lottery tickets, plus they added a wider 
variety of non-newspaper products into 

their stores to serve their local 
community

As they were already local focus points 
for activity, many capitalised on ‘location 

dependent’ models like Australia Post 
franchises

AGED CARE:

How can you wean 
yourself off of government 

funding?

What is your natural 
authority or competitive 

advantage?
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Learn from other sectors

Professional Workforce Standards

Professions
(Accountants, Lawyers, Engineers, Nurses)

• Centralised training records

• Approved education providers

• Rules that are tougher than the minimum 
government standards

• Conduct tracking and enforcement of  
bans and suspensions

• Workers can access additional training, 
mentoring and advancement from 
professional body

Aged Care?
(Carers, RAOs, Kitchen, some allied health, 

some nurses)

• 15% to 20% of workers are being trained 
twice each year

• Nothing unique about mandatory training

• Workers who do the wrong thing can 
easily work elsewhere

• Promotion to management dependent on 
specific facility, not able to find and 
promote good candidates as a sector

• Education could benefit from increased 
standards and efficiency
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Learn from other sectors

White Labelling and Franchising Models

Outsource provision of standardised or 
non-unique services:
• Human Resources processes

• Payroll

• Reporting Dashboards

• Clinical Policies & Documentation

• Quality Audits

• Education

• Financial Management

…but pay a fraction of the full cost of each 
role per facility

Service Contract

Your unique 
properties to 
retain:
• Organisational 

Culture 

• Brand

• Customer 
Service

• Workforce 
culture
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What can we do about it?

01
STEP

02
STEP

03
STEP

Provider opportunities

Learn from other sectors

Unlock government policy
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Unlock government policy

• Dealing with constraints
• Example



Small Voter 
Margins

(2%-5%)
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Unlock government policy

Dealing with constraints

- Asking the 
government to 
take risks with 
voters

- Raising costs as % 
of budget

- Increasing 
government 
responsibility for 
outcomes

- Cutting scope or 
quality of care

- Boring or 
confusing models

- Fighting against 
better funded 
sectors and their 
media interests

Opposed Interests
• Corporate Tax Rate
•  Employment
• Property Sector
• Universities

What won’t workGovernment Constraints

Taboo Topics
- No more taxes
- Death duties
- Taxing houses

- Increasing public debt
- Free healthcare
- Bad press
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Tackle government policy

It’s up to us…to build a model that the Government can support

01

02

03

04

New investment model, co-designed with
customers, that moves away from increasingly
large aged care facilities.

More flexible workforce conditions and centralise
training to attract part-timers and fully flexible
staff to home care and residential workforces

Lower cost model based on innovation,
diversified income streams and standardised
systems and processes across all providers

New funding model. One example could be
based on the childcare model, where the
customer is told the full daily cost of care and the
government looks great when they pay a huge %
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Opportunities in other ponds

Replace manager led models of 
governance

Strengthen systems, processes and 
monitoring

Remove non-standard and mis-
aligned elements of your business

Choose a better model and manage 
the change

Centralise and standardise clinical 
and risk models across facilities and 

across providers

Share standard resources with other 
providers or via a service 

arrangement

Professionalise all members of the 
workforce and centralise training

Diversify beyond government funded 
services

Offer an improved model

Write rules that are better and go 
further than what the government is 

asking

Offer a healthier relationship 
between price and government 

funding

Give the government somewhere to 
move that is safer than staying where 

they are

In your business In your sector With government



• The frog in boiling water story is a myth - frogs generally get excited as the water temp 
rises, then jump out around 25° Celsius.

• Our pond – the Australian Aged Care sector – has been changed irrevocably over the past 
25 years…but it is by no means boiling. Instead we’ve had a taste of what it’s like to face 
real competition with a business model that was designed in a different era.

• We cannot keep the old model, so do what you can to change our business, and your 
sector to change to:

– Strengthen and evolve our existing models (build a better frog)

AND

– Diversify and enhance the offerings of the sector (make the pond bigger)

One more thing on the frogs
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www.g5strategic.com.au

02 9030 0641
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